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Abstract:  

Point contact passivation layers have been proven beneficial in most solar cells (SC). However, 

the latest theoretical simulations suggested that a high back contact recombination velocity Sb 

can also be beneficial in ultrathin CIGSe (Cu(In, Ga)Se2) SCs, if they have a relatively high 

back potential barrier height Eh. SCAPS simulations predicted that a high Sb will deteriorate 

the SC efficiency Eff when Eh is in the range of 0 - 0.17 eV (Ohmic contact). Yet, when Eh is 

greater than 0.17 eV (Schottky contact), a high Sb can also diminish the current limitation 

arising from the back Schottky diode, since it has a reverse direction to the main p-n junction. 

Therefore, a high Sb can support the carriers in passing the Schottky barrier via recombination, 

thus enhancing the cell performance. This work aims to verify the simulation prediction in 

practical experiments. To achieve different Sb, we fabricate SiO2 passivation layers with point 

contacts of various dimensions by nanosphere lithography. The passivation effects were studied 

comparatively on Mo and ITO (In2O3: Sn) back contacts. The emphasis is on Eh, which is 

marginal for Mo but acts Shottky-like on ITO. We show that for Mo-based solar cells, the Eh 

is trivial, hence a high Sb (without SiO2 passivation) deteriorates the efficiency. In contrast, on 

ITO the reference sample without SiO2 shows less current limitation than the passivated ones, 

implying that a high Sb improves the Eff. Comparing the differences of SiO2 on Mo and ITO 

back contacts in experiments, with the contrastive behavior of Sb on Ohmic and Schottky 

contact in simulation, we conclude that Eh decides about the role of Sb in ultrathin CIGSe SCs. 

Those findings deepen the understanding of the Schottky back contact and pave the way for 

future optimization of bifacial semitransparent ultrathin CIGSe SCs. 
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1 Introduction 

 

CIGSe (Cu(In,Ga)Se2) thin-film solar cells have demonstrated their enormous potential in the 

photovoltaic (PV) market with an efficiency beyond 23% on small areas.1 Apart from the high 

conversion efficiency, CIGSe solar cells offer unique advantages, such as short energy payback 

time, compatibility with curved-surface substrates, great tolerance to non-ideal environment, 

etc..2-6 Despite great progress has been achieved in the last decades, a lower cost-to-efficiency 

ratio is constantly being pursued in CIGSe solar cells, aiming at their large-scale deployment. 

Recently, ultrathin CIGSe solar cells, namely with a sub-500-nm absorber, have attracted 

extensive attention.7 The two major advantages of ultrathin solar cells are the reduction of rare 

material consumption and the resultant rise of production throughput. Those benefits can 



address the concern of indium scarcity and manufacturing cost simultaneously. However, 

ultrathin CIGSe solar cells are suffering from relatively poor performance with the highest 

efficiency of 15%,8 due to the common challenges of insufficient light absorption (optical effect) 

and back interface recombination (electrical effect). This work emphasizes the electrical 

recombination characteristics of ultrathin CIGSe solar cells as a central aspect to understand 

cell performance and optimize the design.  

 

Generally, back surface recombination refers to carrier annihilation at the interface of 

CIGSe/back contact.9 Comparing to the 2 µm absorber counterparts, back recombination is 

particularly severe for ultrathin CIGSe solar cells. The reason is a high concentration of 

photogenerated carriers in the vicinity of the CIGSe/back interface, where also the trap density 

is high, naturally activating the interface recombination. In order to address this effect, 

enormous efforts have been devoted to passivate the CIGSe/Mo interface.10-18 For instance, 

inserting point contact nanostructures made of dielectric materials (e.g. SiO2, Al2O3) with local 

openings between CIGSe/Mo was proved a practical and effective way. It was deduced that the 

point contacts contribute to back interface passivation by lowering the interface state density.19 

Line contacts with SiO2 or Al2O3 also showed promising results on Mo substrates.20 For Al2O3, 

the formation of fixed negative charges may also contribute to field passivation effects.12, 21 In 

addition, the dielectric materials have a lower refractive index than Mo over a large wavelength 

range and hence increase the back reflectivity of CIGSe/Mo significantly, which will further 

benefit the cells in terms of enhanced light absorption.22, 23  

 

Alternatively, ultrathin CIGSe solar cells can also be fabricated on TCOs (transparent 

conductive oxides), which are inherently transparent from visible to near-infrared wavelength 

range 24, 25. In this way, the parasitic absorption loss in Mo is circumvented and the unabsorbed 

light after the first pass through the absorber may be further utilized.26 The transparency of the 

back contact opens up many distinct applications such as top cells in tandem configuration, 

bifacial semitransparent solar cells, or photovoltaic windows.27, 28 However, due to the work 

function mismatch between CIGSe and TCO, solar cells on TCOs typically have a Schottky-

like back contact, which leads to an inferior cell performance compared to the ones on Mo 

forming a quasi-Ohmic back contact via interfacial MoSe2.
29, 30 Interestingly, our recent 

theoretical study predicts that a passivated back interface (reduced recombination velocity Sb) 

may harm CIGSe solar cells which have Schottky back contacts.31 This poses a sharp contrast 

to cells on Mo, where passivation reduces the back contact recombination, increases the 

interface reflection and thus enhances the efficiency.31 For a deeper understanding how a 

passivated back interface deteriorates cells with a Schottky back contact, further research is 

needed, in particular on TCO back contact. Various explorations have been conducted for solar 

cells on Mo already, yet most work was limited to demonstrate the beneficial effects of 

passivation experimentally. The relevant passivation mechanism requires further identification, 

especially under the fact that CIGSe/Mo is a quasi-Ohmic back contact with a relatively low 

back potential barrier Eh rather than an ideal Ohmic contact. 

 

In this contribution, we firstly show the different experimental passivation effects of SiO2 point 

contacts on Mo and ITO (In2O3:Sn) substrates comparatively. To understand the controversial 

influences of the same SiO2 passivation layer on different back contact materials, we fall back 

to the SCAPS theoretical calculations. We then present simulations for solar cells with Eh of 0 

and 0.2 eV to demonstrate the two extreme conditions of ideal Ohmic and Schottky back 

contact, respectively. A varied recombination velocity Sb is used to simulate the passivation 

effects in practical experiments. The simulated temperature-dependent current-voltage 

characteristics jnetV(T) are compared with the experimental results. In order to decipher the 



differences of passivation effects on Mo and ITO, the decisive role of Eh is highlighted. 

2 Experiments and Simulations 
 

 SiO2 point contact fabrication: Nanosphere lithography is employed to prepare SiO2 point 

contact nanostructures. We use polystyrene (PS) nanospheres as a sacrificial mask, which has 

been demonstrated feasible and applicable in previous work for preparing point contact 

nanostructures.9 Therefore, a commercially available latex solution of PS spheres, with a 

diameter of 1500 nm in our case, is combined in a volume ratio of 1:1 with a second solution. 

This latter one consists of 10 μl H2SO4 (98%) mixed with 1 ml of ethanol (containing 1 vol.% 

styrene). The complete solution is subsequently dispersed atop the surface of deionized water 

and forms a monolayer of closely-packed PS spherescase. By sucking out the water, the PS 

spheres are transferred onto Mo or ITO substrates as shown in Figure 1 (a). Subsequently, the 

PS spheres are etched by O2 plasma treatment at an overall pressure of 0.2 mbar and a power 

of 240 Watt. The etching time is optimized at 22 minutes, after which the diameter of the PS 

spheres is reduced to 600 nm, see Figure 1 (b). Next, 50 nm SiO2 is evaporated via tungsten 

boat heating SiOx powder under O2 gas flux (Figure 1 (c)). No additional heating is used for 

the substrates in all those preparation processes. Finally, the PS nanospheres are lifted off by a 

treatment in ultrasonic bath using toluene for 20 minutes. Remaining is the SiO2 point contact 

layer on Mo or ITO substrate (Figure 1 (d)). More fabrication details can be found in reference.9 

 

Solar cell growth: 300 nm ITO is sputtered on alkali-free (< 0.3% alkali content) Corning 

glass 7059 substrates. The as-prepared ITO has a sheet resistance around 20 Ω/sq, which will 

drop to < 10 Ω/sq after the heat treatment during CIGSe co-evaporation. Mo substrates are 

purchased from Saint Gobain Company, with a Na barrier layer between the glass and Mo. For 

the absorber fabrication, Mo and ITO substrates with and without SiO2 point contact 

passivation layer are loaded into the PVD (physical vapor deposition) chamber in the same 

batch, and a standard 3-stage co-evaporation process was employed to fabricate the CIGSe 

absorbers.32 To maintain the conductivity of ITO, a low substrate temperature of 450 °C is 

adapted for the 2nd stage. After the 3rd stage, the substrate temperature is decreased to 360 °C 

for post-deposition treatment with 2 mg NaF (around 3.4 nm thick). After the absorber growth, 

60 nm CdS is deposited by CBD (chemical bath deposition) at 60 °C for 8 minutes. 

Subsequently, an 80 nm thick intrinsic ZnO and a 300 nm thick ZnO:Al (AZO) layer are coated 

by sputtering at a substrate temperature of 120 °C. Following is the evaporation of 10 nm Ni / 

2000 nm Al grid fingers for carrier collection. Finally, the samples are mechanically scribed 

into 1 cm x 0.5 cm small cells for electrical characterization. 

 

Characterization: A LEO 1530 scanning electron microscope (SEM) is employed to 

characterize surface and cross section morphologies of the samples. X-ray fluorescence (XRF) 

spectroscopy is applied to determine composition and thickness of the CIGSe absorbers. 

Thickness, [Cu]/([Ga]+[In]) and [Ga]/([Ga]+[In]) ratio are identified to be 450 nm, 0.80 and 

0.31, respectively. In order to evaluate the performance, light current density - voltage (jnetV) 

curves are measured under standard test conditions (25 °C, AM1.5, 1000 W/m2). In the jnetV 

measurements, a black-painted sample holder is used to avoid reflection effects from the back. 

Additionally, the temperature-dependent current density - voltage (jnetV(T)) measurements are 

performed in the range from 150 - 300 K in an enclosed liquid helium cryostat, with the thermal 

sensor mounted atop the sample.  

 

SCAPS simulation settings: To simulate the passivation effects in the ultrathin CIGSe solar 

cells, SCAPS simulations are used,33-36 and different recombination velocities Sb are set at the 



back interface. The Sb for electrons and holes were set equal. According to the transport 

equation for recombination current density jre = Sb*Dp = sp*vth*Nt*Dp, (where Sb is the 

recombination velocity, Dp the excess carrier density (holes here), sp the hole capture cross 

section, vth the thermal velocity and Nt the trap state density), it is equivalent to vary Sb and Nt 

in SCAPS simulation.37 In the experiments, the defect density Nt was decreased at the 

passivated area while it remained unchanged at the openings of the point contact layer, so the 

overall quantity of the defect states Qt at the back interface should be reduced by the SiO2 

passivation. Therefore, Sb in this contribution actually represents an effective recombination 

velocity, as Sb reflects the variation in Qt at the back interface. For the settings of SCAPS 

simulations, based on our previous work in reference (a simplified three layered 

homojunction),31 the model was further elaborated to fit with the experimental results in this 

work. All the simulation results presented in this work were obtained via the elaborated model, 

which is constructed of Back contact/CIGSe/ODC/CdS/i-ZnO/AZO layers, where ODC stands 

for ordered-defect-compound, AZO for ZnO: Al and i-ZnO for intrisic ZnO. Detailed settings 

of each parameter are listed in Table S3.  

3 Results and Discussion 

 

Figures 2 (a) and (d) show the top views of the SiO2 point contact passivation layers on Mo 

and ITO, respectively. The holes, highlighted with the yellow dotted circles, are the openings 

that allow the transport of carriers towards the back contact. They follow the periodicity of the 

initially closely-packed PS nanospheres with a hexagonal array and a pitch of 1500 nm. After 

SiO2 deposition, a single point contact has a diameter of 450 nm, indicating the ratio of the 

point contact openings is 22% (78% area is covered by SiO2 insulator). To investigate the 

compatibility of the SiO2 layers with the absorber and ITO in the solar cells, cross-sections of 

complete devices without and with SiO2 are shown in Figure 2 (b)-(c) and (e)-(f), respectively. 

It is observed that for both Mo and ITO, the absorber exhibits similar large grains, no matter if 

point contact nanostructures are present or not. The grain height is comparable to the absorber 

thickness despite the low substrate temperature of 450 °C during the CIGSe growth. More 

importantly, the absorber shows a conformal growth on the SiO2 point contact layers with full 

penetration to the back contact in the point contact openings. The morphologies feature that a 

good adhesive contact is formed between the absorber and the back contact.  

 

To evaluate the passivation effects in the ultrathin CIGSe solar cells, Table 1 summarizes the 

PV parameters measured under AM1.5 solar spectrum. On Mo, jsc (short circuit current density) 

exhibits a pronounced increase by nearly 3 mA/cm2 after passivation (from 25.3 to 

28.2 mA/cm2). Simultaneously, Voc (open circuit voltage) remained unchanged and FF (fill 

factor) was enhanced moderately. As a result, the efficiency improves from 9.5 to 11.1%, 

corresponding to a relative enhancement of 16%. The evolution of efficiencies on Mo is 

broadly consistent with previous reports, and two major factors are responsible:9 Firstly, the 

SiO2 passivates the CIGSe/Mo interface by lowering the recombination velocity Sb and thus 

increases the collection efficiency of the photogenerated carriers. Secondly, the low refractive 

index of SiO2 improves the interface reflectivity of CIGSe/Mo, redirecting the light not 

absorbed after the first pass back into the absorber and thus contributing around 0.9 mA/cm2 

photogenerated current density (see supporting information Table S1). Mo_bare and 

Mo_passivated exhibit overlapping Ga grading profiles towards the back contact (see 

supporting information Figure S1), indicating that SiO2 has a marginal effect on the depth 

distribution of the CIGSe components. Therefore, it is inferred that the electrical passivation 

benefit in Mo_passivated is the dominant reason for its jsc enhancement, being attributed 2 

mA/cm2 increase.  



 

In contrast, the cells on ITO substrate exhibit an inverse trend compared to Mo: ITO_passivated 

shows inferior performance than ITO_bare. Inserting SiO2 passivation layers deteriorates Voc 

and FF from 597 to 574 mV and 60 to 58%, respectively. Since the SiO2 layer only enhances 

jsc by 0.3 mA/cm2, while the improved back reflectivity at the CIGSe/ITO interface already 

contributes 0.2 mA/cm2 (supporting information Table S1), the effect of reduced back 

recombination on the carrier collection is marginal. Overall, on ITO the passivation layer leads 

to a drop in cell efficiency from 9.5 to 9.0%. To confirm that the differences on Mo and ITO 

relate to the presence of a SiO2 passivation layer in general rather than to the point contact 

opening ratio, we have also tried 8% and 40% SiO2 coverage on both substrates. Compared to 

the reference samples, the PV parameters of the passivated ones show a similar trend as those 

depicted in Table 1 (see supporting information Table S2). The SiO2 passivation is beneficial 

for a back contact made from Mo while it is detrimental for ITO. Therefore, we deduce that the 

reduced back contact recombination plays a different role in Mo-based and ITO-based ultrathin 

CIGSe cells. Meanwhile, we notice the FF of the ITO-based solar cells is generally lower than 

for the Mo-based ones, which is induced by the higher Rs of the devices, as the sheet resistance 

of the ITO layer is around 10 Ω/ while for Mo it is only 0.5 Ω/.  

 

In Figure 3 (a), the black line illustrates the band diagram of the cell with Eh = 0 eV. The 

equivalent circuit is simplified without considering shunt and serial resistances, represented as 

the basic circuit in black in Figure 3 (b). jph means the photogenerated current density in the 

solar cell’s main p-n junction, VD and jD are the voltage and current at the main diode, 

respectively. jnet stands for the net current density flowing through the circuit. In addition, the 

red dotted line in Figure 3 (a) presents the band diagram of a solar cell with Eh = 0.2 eV, and 

the equivalent circuit can be seen in Figure 3 (b): the additional diode drawn in red simulates 

the Schottky back contact diode with a reverse direction compared to the main black diode. Vs 

and js represent the voltage and current upon the Schottky diode.  

 

Figure 4 (a) presents the simulated jnetV curves for the Ohmic contact solar cells dependent on 

Sb. As we expect, a higher Sb slightly deteriorates the cell performance by decreasing all PV 

parameters (the arrow shows the direction of increasing Sb).
9, 38 The reason is that an increased 

back recombination induces a loss of photogenerated carriers during the collection process. 

Therefore, the back recombination not only decreases jsc at zero bias but also Voc and FF. Such 

evolution trend is consistent with our experimental results of cells on Mo, as shown in Figure 

4 (b). The black line corresponds to the bare solar cell without SiO2, (Mo_bare) exhibiting an 

inferior jnetV curve compared to Mo_passivated shown in red. We notice the net forward current 

jnet in the first quadrant is more restrained after passivation. The origin is an increase in Rs from 

0.6 to 1.7 Ωcm2 with the insertion of SiO2. Generally, Rs is more likely to influence the jnetV 

curve when the forward jnet is high in the main diode, corresponding to the first quadrant here. 

In contrast, in SCAPS simulation, the jnetV results take no Rs or Rsh into account. One major 

deviation between Figure 4 (a) and (b) is the Voc difference. In the simulated jnetV, the lower Sb 

exhibits a more significant Voc enhancement than in experiments. The main reason is that the 

Eh of Mo-based solar cells is not 0 eV, but closer to 0.1 eV as shown in Figure S2 (a). We also 

notice the jsc enhancement of Mo_passivated is higher in experiments than in the simulations. 

That is because the optical benefit (absorption increment from the inserted low refractive index 

SiO2 layer) is not being considered in SCAPS simulations. As a shortcoming in SCAPS 

simulations, we only put the electrical variations into the simplified simulation model. The 

optical increment introduced by the SiO2 layer can be simulated by e.g. RefDex,39 as shown in 

supporting information Table S1.  

 



In the case of Schottky contact solar cell, however, a higher Sb improves the jnetV characteristics 

as shown in Figure 4 (c). The higher Sb relaxes the current limitation of the Schottky back diode, 

as the direction of the Schottky diode is opposite to the CdS/CIGSe main junction. In view of 

the carrier collection process, the Schottky back contact is a barrier for the holes to pass. With 

a higher Sb, the holes can annihilate at the interface supporting the flow of the current.37 

Correspondingly, Voc and FF improve continuously for cells with Schottky contact when Sb 

increases. Figure 4 (d) plots the corresponding experimental jnetV curves of the solar cells on 

ITO. In this case, the un-passivated cell (ITO_bare, black line) with a higher Sb exhibits a better 

PV performance than ITO_passivated. The red line of ITO_passivated shows a slightly 

suppressed jnet in the first quadrant for similar reasons as on Mo.  

 

Coming back to the simulations in Figure 4 (a) and (c), the two Eh values of 0 and 0.2 eV are 

chosen as two extreme example conditions for an explicit comparison and discussion. If we 

vary Eh in smaller steps, there should be a turning point Et (separation value): When Eh of the 

CIGSe solar cell is higher than Et, a higher Sb will be favorable for its PV performance (here 

we refer to it as Schottky case). On the contrary, when Eh is lower than Et, the higher Sb will be 

detrimental for the solar cell (we refer to it as Ohmic case). Based on this, we simulate the solar 

cell characteristics with continuously varying Eh in the range from 0 - 0.5 eV, and find Et for 

the ultrathin CIGSe solar cell to be 0.17 eV, as shown in the supporting information Figure S2. 

Therefore, basing on the Eff turning point, we define Eh < 0.17 eV as Ohmic contact and Eh > 

0.17 eV Schottky contact. In contrast to the simulations shown in our previous work,31 which 

were calculated based on the simplified homojunction model 31, the derivation of Et in the Table 

S3 used a more representative structure of the CIGSe solar cell with back 

contact/CIGSe/ODC/CdS/i-ZnO/AZO (ODC means ordered vacancy compound). 

 

Generally, recombination current density jre and the thermal emission current density jth are two 

independent ways to describe the carriers passing the back interface.37 Recombination current 

density jre represents the part of the current consisting of electrons and holes captured by the 

trap states and annihilated there. As mentioned earlier, jre can be expressed as jre = Sb *Dp = 

sp*vth*Nt*Dp. Therefore, jre is sensitive to the passivation as it is proportional to Nt.
37 Meanwhile, 

the thermal emission current density jth describs the part of current consisting of electrons or 

holes surpassing the energy barrier Eh via thermal emission. jth can be expressed as jth = 

A’*T2*exp(-qEh/kBT), where A’ is the effective Richardson constant, T the temperature and 

q/kBT the reciprocal of the thermal energy.37 Therefore, jth is strongly dependent on the 

temperature T and barrier height Eh, while jre is more likely affected by Nt or Sb, respectively 

(The thermal velocity is only weakly dependent on the temperature, resulting from 𝑣𝑡ℎ =

√𝑘𝐵𝑇 𝑚⁄ , with kBT being the thermal energy and m the hole mass). Overall, the net current jnet 

equals to the sum of the thermal emission current jth and the recombination current jre.  

 

To study the influence of temperature and passivation on the jnetV properties of the solar cells, 

Figure 5 shows the temperature-dependent jnetV curves of four representative samples. For 

Mo_bare (Figure 5 (a)), when the temperature drops to ≤ 180 K, the jnetV curve shows 

suppressed current in the first quadrant. It implies that for temperatures equal or below 180 K, 

the electrons' thermal energy is not high enough to surpass the barrier, hence jth decreases 

tremendously and jnet appears suppressed, thus a roll-over effect shows up 40. In comparison, 

for Mo_passivated (Figure 5 (b)), the contribution of recombination current is enormously 

reduced by the SiO2 point contact layer and most current originates from jth. Therefore, jnet 

appears suppressed at 240 K already. In other words, because jre is diminished by the SiO2 

passivation layer, jnet dominated by thermal emission is more easily suppressed at relatively 



higher temperatures, hence the roll-over shows up earlier during the process of temperature 

decrease.  

 

On the other hand, ITO_bare in Figure 5 (c) shows no obvious roll-over in the range from 

150 - 300 K. The roll-over only appears when the temperature is further decreased to 130 K 

(not shown here). It indicates a relatively high part of recombination current (compared to 

Mo_bare) and jnet did not appear suppressed even when the temperature is as low as 150 K. 

Nevertheless, ITO_passivated shows a roll-over at 240 K (Figure 5 (d)), similar to 

Mo_passivated. This tells us that jre in ITO_passivated has been severely reduced by the SiO2 

alike on Mo, hence jnet is suppressed at 240 K. Through the comparison of the temperature 

when the roll-over in the jnetV curve shows up, we conclude that the SiO2 point contact layer 

passivates both CIGSe/Mo and CIGSe/ITO interfaces. The contribution of jre (or recombination 

velocity Sb) is decreased in both cases, which also explains the suppressed jnet in the first 

quadrant of Figures 4 (b) and (d).  

 

To further demonstrate the different influences of recombination on Ohmic and Schottky 

contact, we simulate Voc(T) curves for various Sb and extract experimental Voc(T) for ultrathin 

solar cells with and without SiO2 passivation as plotted in Figure 6. In the Voc(T) curves, the 

activation energy Ea can be derived from the linear extrapolation towards 0 K, as shown by the 

dashed lines. Ea equals the bandgap Eg for ideal Ohmic contact and 𝐸𝑔 − 𝐸ℎ for Schottky back 

contact.41  

 

We firstly look at the simulated results. Figure 6 (a) represents the case of Ohmic back contact. 

We observe an Ea of 1.18 eV, which is independent of Sb. Meanwhile, for the device with a 

Schottky back contact showing non-negligible Eh (Figure 6 (b)), Ea drops below Eg (1.1 eV in 

our simulation), as Ea = Eg – Eh. From fitting the figure, Ea on Schottky back contact is only 

0.97 eV. In addition, a higher Sb leads to a larger Ea, indicating a smaller effective Eh. This 

indicates a higher Sb can assist the hole transport towards the back contact, diminishing the 

blocking effect of Eh for the current. Overall, unlike on Ohmic contact devices, the simulations 

imply that a higher Sb is favorable in the cells with Schottky back contact. 

 

Moving forward to the experimental Voc (T) results shown Figure 6 (c)-(d), we firstly find that 

Ea is lower for the passivated cells compared to the bare references on both substrates. Secondly, 

Ea is overall larger on Mo (> 1.14 eV) than on ITO (< 1.14 eV). It confirms two points: 1) Both 

CIGSe/Mo and CIGSe/ITO are non-Ohmic contacts; they have nonzero Eh. 2) Ultrathin CIGSe 

solar cells on ITO have a higher Eh than those on Mo. More specifically, on ITO, the SiO2 

passivation layer leads to a higher Eh thus a lower Ea, which is consistent with the theoretical 

demonstration that a smaller Sb means a stronger blocking effect for the solar cells with a 

Schottky back contact Eh. Also, that SiO2 is beneficial on Mo while detrimental on ITO was 

decided by the Eh value at the back contact. Besides, a notable difference between the 

simulation and experiment is that Ea is independent of Sb in the simulated cell with Ohmic 

contact (Figure 6 (a)), whereas it reveals a dependence in experiments on Mo (Figure 6 (c)). 

The reason is a non-negligible Eh also for the CIGSe solar cells on Mo, for which the contact 

of CIGS/Mo is typically referred to as quasi-Ohmic contact instead of Ohmic contact.42-44 

 

From the Voc (T) comparison above, it has been revealed that the back interface passivation has 

a double-sided effect on the photovoltaic properties of ultrathin CIGSe solar cells. On the one 

hand, passivation enables lower recombination of photogenerated carriers and hence benefits 

the cell performance. On the other hand, passivation aggravates the blocking of forward current 

through the back Schottky diode, which deteriorates the cell with a Schottky back contact. For 



the solar cells on Mo, due to Eh being small and the resultant current blocking effect marginal, 

the favorable effect dominates over the adverse one. Therefore, in addition to optical benefits 

brought by the passivation layer, introducing a SiO2 passivation layer raises the performance 

of the ultrathin CIGSe solar cells on Mo. In contrast, for the cells on ITO, the back potential 

barrier Eh and the resultant current blocking effect are not negligible. The current blocking 

effect dominates, and a back interface passivation tends to deteriorate the cell performance as 

the blocking behavior is reinforced.  

 

Finally, on Mo substrates, regarding the absence of Voc enhancement after back passivation 

shown in Table 1, it should be particularly interpreted. One reason is the steep back Ga grading 

in our samples (See supporting Figure S1). It repels photogenerated electrons away from back 

contact and thus restrains the back recombination, which acts similarly to passivation. Exactly 

because of this, back interface passivation will bring a reduced beneficial effect on ultrathin 

cells with a high Ga grading. More importantly, due to the absorbers being prepared at a quite 

low temperature in this work (compared to the generally used 565 °C in reference 8, our 450 °C 

is relatively low), it is speculated that the interfacial MoSex was not formed well. This also 

decreases Voc to certain degree.45-47 Under the combined actions of these two factors, Voc 

remains stable after back interface passivation for ultrathin CIGSe solar cells on Mo. 

Conclusion  

In this work, we comparatively study the effect of SiO2 point contact passivation layers in 

ultrathin CIGSe solar cells on Mo and ITO back contact. The SiO2 passivation layer improves 

the cell performance with a relative efficiency enhancement by 16% for the cells on Mo. In 

contrast, cells on ITO exhibit a reverse evolution trend, implying that the back passivation is 

not desirable. Two factors are responsible for the sharp contrast. Optically, the SiO2 point 

contact passivation layer improves the back reflectivity of CIGSe/Mo and leads to an 

absorption increment, which is negligible for the interface of CIGSe/ITO. Electrically, the 

passivation layer reduces the recombination of photogenerated carriers, which is beneficial for 

CIGSe solar cells. However, both theoretical and experimental results imply that the back 

passivation also aggravates the current limitation for solar cells with a Schottky back contact, 

as the passivation layer can suppress the hole transport to the back contact via recombination. 

It appears that recombination is an important method for carrier transport when Eh takes a non-

negligible value. Since CIGSe solar cells on Mo have a small Eh, the electrical benefits of the 

SiO2 outweigh the unfavorable ones. As Eh on ITO is relatively high, the aggravated current 

blocking effect prevails the benefits. Consequently, back interface passivation enhances the 

performance for cells on Mo and deteriorates it for cells on ITO. Those findings can support 

further understanding of the carrier transport mechanism in ultrathin CIGSe solar cells with 

ITO back contact. 
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Figure 1. Fabrication steps of SiO2 point contact passivation layers: (a) deposition of 

polystyrene (PS) spheres, (b) plasma etching, (c) SiO2 deposition, (d) PS mask liftoff.  

 

 
Figure 2. Top views of SiO2 point contact passivation layers and cross-sections of ultrathin 

CIGSe solar cells without (_bare) and with (_passivated) point contacts: (a)-(c) on Mo and 

(d)-(f) on ITO 

 

Table 1. PV parameters of ultrathin CIGSe solar cells on Mo and ITO without (_bare) and with 

(_passivated) SiO2 point contact passivation layers 

Sample name 
Voc 

(mV) 

jsc 

(mA/cm2) 

FF 

(%) 

Eff 

(%) 

Rsh 

(Ωcm2) 

Rs 

(Ωcm2) 

Mo_bare 609 25.3 61.8 9.5 250 0.6 

Mo_passivated 609 28.2 64.5 11.1 500 1.7 

ITO_bare 596 26.6 59.9 9.5 333 3.6 

ITO_passivated 574 26.9 58.0 9.0 3333 5.4 

 



 

 
Figure 3. (a) Band diagram of the device with Ohmic contact (black line Eh = 0 eV) and 

Schottky contact (red dotted line, Eh = 0.2 eV) at zero bias voltage calculated in SCAPS and 

(b) the corresponding equivalent circuit with additional Schottky diode marked in red.  

 

 
Figure 4. Simulated jnetV curves of solar cells with (a) Ohmic (Eh = 0 eV) and (c) Schottky (Eh 

= 0.2 eV) contact as a function of recombination velocity Sb. Simulation details of each layer 

are listed in Table S2. Experimental jnetV characteristics of ultrathin CIGSe solar cells under 

illumination on (b) Mo and (d) ITO. The black arrow marks the direction of increasing Sb. 
 



 
Figure 5. Temperature-dependent current-voltage properties of representative ultra-thin CIGSe 

solar cells on Mo (a) without Mo_bare and (b) with SiO2 passivation layer Mo_passivated;  

On ITO substrates (c) without ITO_bare and (d) with SiO2 passivation layer ITO_passivated.  
 

 



Figure 6. SCAPS simulated temperature-dependent Voc at varied Sb for (a) Ohmic (Eh = 0 

eV) and (b) Schottky (Eh = 0.2 eV) back contact. and experimental temperature-dependent 

Voc(T) for CIGSe solar cells on (c) Mo and (d) ITO. Arrows indicate the direction of 

increasing Sb. 
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